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Detection and Classification of Concrete Patches
by Integrating GPR and Surface Imaging
Introduction
In this research, the problem considered is to develop
practical methods to detect, locate, and classify patches
in concrete and asphalt-on-concrete pavements using
data taken from ground penetrating radar (GPR) and
the WayLink 3D Imaging System—effectively fusing the
information from the below pavement and above pavement sensing systems. In particular, the project seeks to
develop a patching table for “inverted-T” patches, which
were not constructed to current best practices, since
they did not use dowel bars to transfer load from pavement to patch to pavement. Inverted-T patches typically
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use “ears” undercut below the existing good pavement
as an attempt to transfer load. They were originally recommended in situations where dowels could not be
used and still maintain a relatively small patch, e.g., if
the condition of pavement on either side of the patch
location could not support dowels.

Findings
The Oklahoma state team considered visual methods for pavement patch detection. Several deep
learning architectures were applied, including object detection methods (SSD300 and Mark R-CNN) and image
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segmentation methods (U-Net). The results based
solely on imaging were inconclusive, as expected, and
some reasons, including a very limited training dataset,
were hypothesized for this. Later, a method based on
threshold international roughness index (IRI) values
computing on a 12 foot window was used to localize
pavement distress, particularly as seen by patch settling. This method was far more promising.
The Purdue team developed algorithms for segmentation of the GPR data and for classification of the
ambient pavement and the locations and types of patches
found in it. The results so far are promising but far from
perfect due to a relatively high rate of false alarms.
An integrated patching table was constructed for a
seven mile segment of I-74 data by fusing the laser and
GPR patching tables using an “agree-within-5-meters”
test. The laser patching table was based on thresholding
IRI and the GPR table from pattern matching on GPR
images. The laser patching table is used to filter the
GPR patching table to those patches with evidence of
failure. With current GPR technology it does not appear
to be feasible to reliably discriminate between invertedT patches and other plain concrete and non-reinforced
patches. This is because reinforcing steel used deep in
an inverted-T patch is not reliably detected due to low
signal-to-noise ratio and the fact that the absence of
dowels in a patching application (which might indicate
inverted-T) is also difficult to detect when using a transverse E-field GPR moving longitudinally down the road.

New 3D GPR technologies may be able to solve this
problem.

Implementation
Several hundred miles of data was captured with the
Waylink System to compare with a much more limited
GPR dataset. The primary dataset was captured on
I-74. A software application for MATLAB has been written and will be provided to Dwayne Harris to aid in his
efforts to automate the GPR patch table creation. In addition, the software will allow importation of the visual
patching table from WayLink.
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